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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 14636)

Report Type:

Subcommittee Items

Meeting Date: 9/1/2022

Summary Title:

180 El Camino Real: Ad Hoc Review of Building EE
Modifications (Baltay and Chen)

Title:

180 El Camino Real [22PLN-00049]: Ad Hoc Committee to
Review Bicycle Parking Locations, Trees Identified for Removal,
Circulation Plan for Areas Near Proposed Building and
Transformer Locations. Environmental Assessment: Exempt
From CEQA in Accordance with Guideline 15302 (Replacement
or Reconstruction). Zoning District: CC (Community
Commercial). For More Information Contact the Project
Planner
Tamara
Harrison
at
Tamara.Harrison@cityofpaloalto.org (Peter Baltay and Yingxi
Chen).

From:

Jonathan Lait

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB) Ad Hoc Committee take the following
action(s):
1. Discuss and provide direction, or
2. Confirm the revised project meets the full ARB’s direction and recommend the Director
approve the project.

Background
On July 7, 2022, the ARB held the first hearing for the proposed modifications to the previously
approved Building EE project [22PLN-00049] and recommended that certain project elements
return to the ARB Ad Hoc Committee for review before a final decision is made. Those elements
to be reviewed and discussed further by the Ad Hoc Committee are noted below, along with
the applicant’s responses.
July 7, 2022 ARB links:
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Development Services
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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Staff Report: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutesreports/agendas-minutes/architectural-review-board/2022/arb-07.07.2022-ee.pdf
Video: https://midpenmedia.org/architectural-review-board-772022/

Discussion/Analysis
ARB Recommendation #1:
Revise proposed bicycle parking locations to prevent any obstructions to the circulation in and
around the proposed project area. Proposed locations shall not block sidewalks, entrances to
tenant spaces, paseos, etc.
Applicant’s Response:
Per previous meetings during the Macys Men’s Redevelopment Project, City Staff and ARB
members requested the applicant provide bike parking at key entrance locations to the project.
The project site plan indicated a short-term bicycle parking location along Shopping Center Way
the ARB noted could obstruct pedestrian circulation. In review, the Applicant team believes the
previously shown location is the preferred placement for cyclists near the tenant entrances,
while it still provides adequate clear space for pedestrians. Additional dimensions added to plan
sheet C1 – Site Plan to clarify that a minimum of eight-foot-wide walkway is provided; this is
measured to a 24-inch clear space offset from the bike rack allowing for adequate space for
bike parking. The applicant now proposes an alternative location for the bicycle racks located
slightly southwest of the proposed location and adjacent to Building C, in response to the ARB
comment.
o See C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Additional dimensions clouded as Revision 1
adjacent to proposed bicycle parking location.
o See C1 Site Plan, Bike Rack Alternative 1, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Alternative bicycle
parking location adjacent to Building C.
Staff Analysis:
Staff believes the proposed alternative bike parking location adjacent to Building C satisfies the
ARB’s direction to revise the bike parking location to improve circulation for the project. The
alternative location maintains City-required circulation clearances and places the bike parking
up against Building C, preventing any disruption to the circulation flow in the area.
ARB Recommendation #2:
Review those trees identified for removal on Sheet T3 of the current plan set to determine if
removal is necessary. If it is determined the trees cannot be saved, provide detailed
information including necessary back up materials, to demonstrate why the trees need to be
removed. As discussed by the ARB, tree #282 shown on Sheet T3 is of particular concern. Please
check all trees proposed for removal. If it is determined that some of the trees can be saved,
please update plan sheet T3 accordingly.
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Applicant’s Response:
The project includes the removal of four trees for the construction of the new building, new
paseo, underground utilities, and adjacent sidewalk areas. Trees #283, #284 and #285 are
within the construction limits of the proposed EE building, patios, or new paseo and remain as
proposed for removal to construct these project elements. The ARB noted that Tree #282 is a
full growth mature tree that should be protected if possible. The design team evaluated
rerouting proposed underground utilities to avoid the tree based upon the arborist’s guidance
for work within the tree protection zone. A new utility routing proposal has been incorporated
into the revised project plans, and Tree #282 is shown to be retained and protected.
o See C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Existing tree planter shown clouded as Revision
1.
o See T3 Tree Disposition Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Tree 282 shown to be protected
and clouded as revision 1.
o See Addendum: Tree #282 Victorian Box (Pittosporum undulatum), Anderson’s Tree Care
Specialist, Inc. 7/25/2022.
Staff Analysis:
Staff believes the applicant’s response satisfies the direction provided by the ARB.
ARB Recommendation #3:
Provide an access/circulation plan for this area of the shopping center that clearly shows all
walkways around the proposed building, including the paseo, will be maintained at eight feet
free and clear of any obstruction.
Applicant’s Response:
The applicant proposed safe and clear pedestrian access around all four sides of the building.
The City requested the walkway design for the City in the Macys Men’s Project to meet an 8foot clear space minimum. This project complies with this previously established design
standard, and additional dimensions have been added to the plan sheet C1 – Site Plan to clarify.
o See C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Additional dimensions clouded as Revision 1
provided surrounding site.
Staff Analysis:
Staff believes the applicant’s response provides clarity regarding adequate clearances for
pedestrian circulation as discussed by the ARB. Additional dimensions are shown on the site
plan to demonstrate that all pedestrian areas maintain eight-foot (8’) free and clear walkways
consistent with the City of Palo Alto’s requirements.
ARB Recommendation #4:
Please review the proposed location of the newly proposed transformer, to determine if a more
suitable location is available. In addition, the current plan set indicates that a six-foot fence with
vines will be used to screen the transformer. Details of the proposed screening must also be
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provided, including dimensioned elevations showing what the fence will look like and planting
information. Information must also be provided to demonstrate that the proposed screening is
in compliance with any regulations from the respective utility company (i.e. required
clearances, etc.).
Applicant’s Response:
The project includes the addition of a new electrical transformer east of Shopping Center Way
in the Wilkes-Bashford project parking lot area. The ARB requested the Applicant coordinate
further with City of Palo Alto Utilities (CPAU) to determine if an alternate location is feasible.
During the design process, the Applicant reviewed several alternative locations:
• South of Pistache Place: this location would require the removal of additional trees
• Adjacent to the project on the West side of Shopping Center Way: this would impact the
pedestrian paseo and reduce pedestrian circulation
• Landscape area adjacent to Wilkes-Bashford building: CPAU noted this would require
additional electrical vaults and equipment and suggested the proposed location as shown
on the site plan
However, additional coordination with CPAU has resulted in an agreement that the previously
proposed Wilkes-Bashford Transformer location can be combined to provide electrical service
for both Wilkes-Bashford and Building EE. This combined location results in the following:
• Removal of the previously proposed EE Buildings Transformer Pad location
• Enlarging the previously approved Wilkes Bashford Transformer location by one parking
space to the south to accommodate a larger transformer pad for the combined service with
EE Building.
• Parking inventory is no net change from ARB EE Buildings approval. Removal of EE Only
Transformer pad results in a gain of one space and combining Wilkes-Bashford and EE
Building Pad results in the loss of one space.
• Screening for the proposed equipment will be consistent with the previously approved
Macys Men’s project screening, as shown on plan sheet L1.3 Landscape Details.
o See C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Previous Building EE Transformer location
removed and enlarged Wilkes-Bashford and Building EE clouded as Revision 1.
o See Transformer Exhibit dated 7/25/22: Larger scale view of proposed transformer pad
changes in parking area at northeast corner of Shopping Center Way and Pistache Place.
o See L1.0 Landscape Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/27/2022: Transformer layout updated and
clouded as Revision 1.
o L1.3 Landscape Details, Revision 1, dated 7/27/2022: Screening layout detail added and
clouded as Revision 1.
Staff Analysis:
Staff believes the applicant’s response satisfies the direction provided by the ARB, working with
CPAU regarding suitable transformer locations. Combining the Building EE transformer with the
Wilkes-Bashford transformer will limit the number of transformers located in this area of the
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shopping center and screening of the transformer will be consistent with previously approved
screening methods of the Wilkes-Bashford project.
The Ad Hoc Committee is encouraged to affirm these submittals meet the recommendations
discussed at the July 7, 2022, ARB public hearing. Otherwise, the Committee should provide
direction to staff and the applicant if the submittal requires further refinement.

Report Author & Contact Information
Tamara Harrison, Contract Planner
(951) 501-2061
Tamara.Harrison@mbakerintl.com

ARB1 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
• Attachment A: Applicant's Response (PDF)
• Attachment B: Arborist Report Addendum - Tree No. 282 (PDF)
• Attachment C: Project Plans (DOCX)

1

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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MEMORANDUM
To:

City of Palo Alto Architectural Review Board (ARB) Ad-Hoc Committee

From:

Michael Mowery PE
Tyler Whaley PE

Date:

July 27, 2022

Subject:

180 El Camino Real [22PLN-00049]

The memorandum has been prepared to document the project team response to Architectural Review
Board (ARB) findings noted in the July 7, 2022 regular meeting, and summarized in the July 8, 2022
review letter, regarding Stanford Shopping Center Building EE.

ITEM 1 – BICYCLE PARKING
Per previous meetings regarding Bicycle Parking during the Macys Men’s Redevelopment Project City
Staff and ARB members commented to provide bike parking at key entrance locations to the project,
to which the proposed location was chosen. The project site plan indicated a short-term bicycle parking
location along Shopping Center Way that was noted by ARB Board Members as a potential obstruction
to pedestrian circulation. In review, the Applicant team believes the previously shown location to be the
preferred placement for cyclists in close proximity to tenant entrances and still provides adequate clear
space for pedestrians. Additional dimensions have been added to plan sheet C1 – Site Plan to clarify
that a minimum of 8’ walkway is provided; this is measured to a 24” clear space offset from the bike
rack allowing for adequate space for bike parking. An alternative location for the bicycle racks located
slightly southwest of the proposed location and adjacent to Building C was developed in response to
the ARB comment.

Exhibits/Attachments
·
·

C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Additional dimensions clouded as Revision 1 provided
adjacent to proposed bicycle parking location.
C1 Site Plan, Bike Rack Alternative 1, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Alternative bicycle parking
location adjacent to Building C.

ITEM 2 – TREE PROTECTION
The project proposed the removal of four trees for the construction of the new building, new paseo,
underground utilities, and adjacent sidewalk areas. Trees #283, #284 and #285 are within the
construction limits of the proposed EE building, patios, or new paseo and remain as proposed for
removal to construct these project elements. It was noted by ARB Members that Tree #282 is a full

kimley-horn.com

4637 Chabot Drive, Suite 300, Pleasanton, CA 94588

925-398-4840
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growth mature tree that should be protected if possible. The design team evaluated rerouting proposed
underground utilities to avoid the tree based upon arborist provided provisions for work within the tree
protection zone. New utility routing has been incorporated into the revised project and Tree #282 is
shown to be retained and protected.

Exhibits/Attachments
·
·
·

C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Existing tree planter shown clouded as Revision 1.
T3 Tree Disposition Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Tree 282 shown to be protected and
clouded as Revision 1.
Addendum: Tree #282 Victorian Box (Pittosporum undulatum), Anderson’s Tree Care
Specialist, Inc., 7/25/2022.

ITEM 3 – PEDESTRIAN CI RCULATION
The project proposed a safe and clear pedestrian access around all four sides of the building. The
design for walkways was requested by the City in the Macys Men’s Project to meet an 8-foot clear
space minimum. This project complies with that design standard and additional dimensions have been
added to the plan sheet C1 – Site Plan to clarify.

Exhibits/Attachments
·

C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Additional dimensions clouded as Revision 1 provided
surrounding site.

ITEM 4 – ELECTRIC AL TRAN SFORMER
The project proposed the addition of a new electrical transformer east of Shopping Center Way in the
Wilkes-Bashford project parking lot area. The ARB Members requested the Applicant coordinate further
with City of Palo Alto Utilities (CPAU) to determine if an alternate location is feasible. During the design
process, the Applicant reviewed several alternative locations:
·
·
·

South of Pistache Place: this location would require the removal of additional trees
Adjacent to the project on the West side of Shopping Center Way: would impact the pedestrian
paseo and reduce pedestrian circulation
Landscape area adjacent to Wilkes-Bashford building: CPAU noted this would require
additional electrical vaults and equipment and suggested the proposed location as shown on
the site plan

However, additional coordination with CPAU has resulted in an agreement that the previously proposed
Wilkes-Bashford Transformer location can be combined to provide electrical service for both WilkesBashford and Building EE. This combined location results in the following:
·

Removal of the previously proposed EE Buildings Transformer Pad location
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·

·

·

Enlarging the previously approved Wilkes Bashford Transformer location by one parking space
to the south to accommodate a larger transformer pad for the combined service with EE
Building.
Parking inventory is no net change from ARB EE Buildings approval. Removal of EE Only
Transformer pad results in a gain of one space and combining Wilkes-Bashford and EE
Building Pad results in the loss of one space.
Screening for the proposed equipment will be consistent with the previously approved Macys
Men’s project screening, as shown on plan sheet L1.3 Landscape Details.

Exhibits/Attachments
·
·
·
·

C1 Site Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/19/22: Previous Building EE Transformer location removed
and enlarged Wilkes-Bashford and Building EE clouded as Revision 1.
Transformer Exhibit dated 7/25/22: Larger scale view of proposed transformer pad changes in
parking area at northeast corner of Shopping Center Way and Pistache Place.
L1.0 Landscape Plan, Revision 1, dated 7/27/2022: Transformer layout updated and clouded
as Revision 1.
L1.3 Landscape Details, Revision 1, dated 7/27/2022: Screening layout detail added and
clouded as Revision 1.
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Attachment B - Addendum:
Tree #282 Victorian Box
(Pittosporum undulatum)

7/25/2022

Kimley-Horn
4637 Chabot Drive, Suite 300
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Attn: Mr. Mike Mowery
(925) 398-4840
mike.mowery@kimley-horn.com

RE: Addendum: Tree #282 Victorian Box (Pittosporum undulatum)
Development impacts upon existing trees, dated 5/10/2022.
KHA Project Number: 197145004
KHA Project Manager: Mike Mowery
Project: 660 Stanford Shopping Center, Building EE
Palo Alto, CA 94304

R

Greetings Mike,

Per your request I have reviewed the status change of tree #282 which was slated for removal in
the above referenced report but is now being retained. The following addendum letter will serve
to summarize my observations and recommendations.

D

Tree #282 is growing in a raised planting bed and is at risk of direct impacts to the above ground
portion of the tree as well as risk of root disturbances due to the installation of underground
utilities. The above ground portion of the tree can be protected be erecting a Type I TPZ fence to
surround the entire tree with a radius equal the perimeter of the planting bed. Some pruning may
be required to elevate the canopy and create space for the installation of the TPZ fencing. See
Image 1: #282 Victorian Box. See also Pruning Specifications on page 7 in the above referenced
report dated 5/10/2022. Tree #282 measures 9.1 inches DBH. As such, all underground utilities
should be bored no closer than 8 feet to the face of the trunk with a minimum bore length of 10
feet. See Image 2: Minimum Boring Distances.

Prepared by Dave Laczko for Kimley-Horn
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Image 1: #282 Victorian Box.

Prepared by Dave Laczko for Kimley-Horn
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Image 2: Minimum Boring Distances

Prepared by Dave Laczko for Kimley-Horn
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Respectfully submitted,

Dave

AF
T

Dave Laczko, Arborist/Sales Associate
Anderson's Tree Care Specialists, Inc.
A TCIA Accredited Company
ISA Certified Arborist #1233A PN
TRAQ Qualified
Office: 408 226-8733
Cell: 408 724-0168

D

R

www.andersonstreecare.com

Prepared by Dave Laczko for Kimley-Horn
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
1. Any legal description provided to the consultant/appraiser is assumed to be correct. Any
titles and ownerships to any property are assumed to be good and marketable. No
responsibility is assumed for matters legal in character. Any and all property is appraised
or evaluated as though free and clear, under responsible ownership and competent
management.

D
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2. It is assumed that any property is not in violation of any applicable codes, ordinances,
statutes, or other government regulations.
3. Care has been taken to obtain all information from reliable sources. All data has been
verified insofar as possible; however the consultant/appraiser can neither guarantee nor
be responsible for the accuracy of information provided by others.
4. The consultant/appraiser shall not be required to give testimony or to attend court by
reason of this report unless subsequent contractual arrangements are made, including
payment of an additional fee for such services as described in the fee schedule and
contract of engagement.
5. Loss, alteration, or reproduction of any part of this report invalidates the entire report.
6. Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not imply right of publication or use for
any purpose by any other than the person to whom it is addressed, without the prior
expressed written or verbal consent of the consultant/appraiser.
7. Neither all nor any part of this report, nor any copy thereof, shall be conveyed by anyone,
including the client, to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales or
other media, without the prior expressed written or verbal consent of the
consultant/appraiser particularly as to value conclusions, identity of the
consultant/appraiser, or any reference to any professional society or initialed designation
conferred upon the consultant/appraiser as stated in his qualification.
8. This report and the values expressed herein represent the opinion of the consult/appraiser,
and the consult/appraiser’s fee is in no way contingent upon the reporting of a specified
value, a stipulated result, the occurrence of a subsequent event, nor upon any finding to
be reported.
9. Sketches, diagrams, graphs, and photographs in this report, being intended as visual aids,
are not necessarily to scale and should not be construed as engineering or architectural
reports or surveys.
10. Unless expressed otherwise: 1) information in this report covers only those items that
were examined and reflects the condition of those items at the time of inspection; and 2)
the inspection is limited to visual examination of accessible items without dissection,
excavation, probing, or coring. There is no warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied,
that problems or deficiencies of the plants or property in question may not arise in future.

Prepared by Dave Laczko for Kimley-Horn
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Project Plans
In order to reduce paper consumption, a limited number of hard copy project plans are
provided to Board members for their review. The same plans are available to the public, at all
hours of the day, via the following online resources.

Directions to review Project plans and environmental documents online:
1. Go to: bit.ly/PApendingprojects
2. Scroll down to find “180 el Camino Real” and click the address link
3. On this project-specific webpage you will find a link to the project plans and other
important information

Direct Link to Project Webpage:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/News-Articles/Planning-and-Development-Services/180-ElCamino-Building-EE

Materials Boards:
Prior to the hearing, color and material boards will be available to view in the display case
outside of City Hall, on the exterior elevator near the corner of Hamilton Ave. and Bryant St.
For closer examination, this same board will be brought to chambers during the ARB hearing.

If you need assistance reviewing the above documents, please contact the Project Planner or call the Planner-onDuty at 650-617-3117 or email planner@cityofpaloalto.org
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